KINEARA

SUPPORTING EDUCATION:
OUR SERVICES
Our school support services
bring intensive programmes
for pupils, practical and
therapeutic guidance for
parents, and wellbeing care
for school staff together to
provide tailored wraparound
support to schools. Like
giving a hug, Kineara's
flexible support aims to
improve wellbeing across
the school community.

With eight years’ experience
of delivering M2E in schools,
and managing to support
over thirty five pupils and
their families through
challenging times, we have
seen the difference that the
presence of an independent,
specialist support worker,
based in the school and
with reach into the local
community, can make.

Whether it is providing a time
for parents to access practical
support for challenges at
home, or a confidential space
for staff to help improve
wellbeing; delivering
parenting workshops or
confidence-building sessions
for children, we draw on
practical know-how,
therapeutic approaches,
strength-based confidence
building and meaningful
connections to the right kind
of additional support.
At the core of our work is the
belief that a turnaround
happens when relationships
are strengthened, so
nurturing healthy
relationships between pupils
and their families, and
between pupils and their
school and all the staff, is
what we believe makes the
most inspiring and supportive
learning environment for
young people.

Kineara is an award winning
community interest company that
aims to bring meaningful and
sustainable change to people’s
lives and the communities they live
in through systemic, holistic and
strength-based support. We have
worked with families, individuals,
and children from areas of severe
deprivation across East London
delivering tailored support to
vulnerable people, rebuilding
relationships and connecting
people to their communities, and
supporting them to thrive.

KINEARA

VIEW M2E ON VIMEO

MOTIVATE TO EDUCATE: M2E
M2E is an education support programme that is designed to work collectively with families, pupils
and schools to tackle challenges that are preventing a young person achieving their fullest
potential at school.
Working with 5 families at a time, we specialise in working with pupils who are living in families
with multi-complex needs. They could be facing problems that the school has little awareness
about, or they simply do not have the resources to oﬀer more support. M2E supports those
children and families who need more time to work through the challenges they face.

Intensive
M2E is a 15 week programme
with a clear beginning, middle
and end, with dedicated 1:1
sessions in school and out, and
using strength-based,
confidence building
approaches and activities.

Holistic

Targeted

We work to understand and
strengthen young people's
relationships with both their
family and the school, working on
improving communication and
addressing how multiple
experiences impact each other.

M2E begins with the parent,
pupils and school coming
together to identify their needs
for the programme and agree
steps to get there. This keeps the
programme focused, working on
tools to make lasting change.

Whole family support
We use whole family approach for a
range of challenges at that families face
at home that in turn improves pupils'
potential at school. This can be anything
from support to find permanent
housing, to finding mental health
support services, to arranging fun family
time.
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Therapeutic
Many young people experience
emotional difficulties, but some need
extra support, especially if their family
has multi-complex needs. Our
support addresses emotional health
and anxiety, using SDQs to assess this,
and we can refer to additional
therapeutic support services.

Watch our short video to find out more

"OUR APPROACH IS ALL
ABOUT FINDING THE
STRENGTHS AND
RESOURCES WITHIN THE
FAMILY SO THAT WHEN WE
STEP AWAY, THEY STILL
KNOW HOW TO TACKLE
THESE ISSUES."

KINEARA

THE IMPACT WE'VE HAD
Since 2015, we have delivered M2E in 3 primary schools in East London, Redlands,
Harrington Hill and Chisenhale Primaries, working with 63 pupils and their families.
Nearly 80% of children, many between the ages of 6 and 11, were struggling with
anxiety, low confidence and emotional awareness. This is what we achieved:
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DEDICATED
PRACTITIONER
In all our services, a dedicated
Kineara practitioner works within
the school during the week,
working 1:1 with with pupils and
providing wellbeing support to the
school and meeting regularly with
the head and pastoral leads to
make sure key wellbeing needs are
being supported.

WORKING
COLLECTIVELY
Kineara's experienced Education
Lead provides ongoing support
throughout the contract and
supervision of our practitioners, and
schools benefit from Kineara's
broad connections to communitybased and statutory services.

Signposting and advocacy
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THE HISTORY
We first piloted our pupil support
programme, Motivate to Educate, in
Redlands Primary School in Tower
Hamlets in 2015. Because of our reach

WELLBEING WRAPAROUND

into the home we are able to identify
issues such as family breakdown,
impending evictions or mental health

Parents Place

A free, confidential weekly drop in service within the school, open to all
parents and carers. We can provide guidance on housing issues,
wellbeing and mental health, benefits and grants, and signposting.

Our space

A free, confidential weekly drop in service within the school, for teachers
and school staff. This open space can offer practical guidance as well as
wellbeing and emotional support.

issues among the family that were
indirectly impacting the child. By offering
support to resolve these issues, we helped
to provide a more stable foundation for
the child and relieve other burdens for
parents that are preventing them from

Workshops

We can also run free workshops for parents on child development,
parenting techniques and family wellbeing.

being able to support their child in their
education. We also realised that by being
embedded in the school, working closely
with the teachers and offering a

Parent’s Place and Our Space have proved to
be a successful and meaningful service. since
starting in 2017 in two partner schools.

connection to other services, we had
more we could offer. Soon we rolled out
drop in sessions for parents who needed
free advice on housing, accessing
benefits, language support and a host of
other concerns. Not long after, we added
a confidential space for school staff too.
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We've had 65 visitors, including 14 members of
staff, Most concerns revolved around housing,
namely overcrowding and/or emotional strain
in work/familial relationships. For school staff,
it became clear that workload and stress have
had a significant impact on wellbeing, but it is
also true that housing issues and rising cost of
living are also having an impact on
school staff.

"Their success in building trust is very
unique. They attend community
events regularly join Parent/Teacher
Consultation evenings, are at the
school gate regularly and attend
meetings between staff and parents
when there is a SEN or pastoral
need or just a benefit in doing so, so
they are both visible and
approachable to the whole
community."
Kirsty Barrett, Harrington Hill Primary

LOOKING AHEAD
DESIGNED TO THE SCHOOLS' BESPOKE NEED

Over the last two years Kineara have been revaluating how we deliver
M2E; whilst considering the challenging times we are facing regarding
COVID-19 and its effect on schools, education, children, and especially
'vulnerable' households with limited resources and support.

DELIVERING M2E

IIf you are interested in how you can deliver online holistic support for
families or M2E licensing, please get in touch.

We can offer different support packages depending on school need. As a
community interest company, our services are costed to reflect our nonprofit priorities. Get in touch to discuss the options we have and the needs
of your school and pupils. We welcome wider conversations about the
packages we offer.

1 STANDARD
M2E

1 YEAR
M2E

1 YEAR
WRAPAROUND

M2E ONLINE
Given calls for Ofsted to assess the
quality of online provision as well
as new challenges brought by
Covid-19, M2E online is designed
to the individual schools' bespoke
need, from counselling, parent
workshops, to any other aspects
of the traditional M2E service.

15 week programme working with 5 pupils
and their families,

x3 15 week M2E's working with 15 pupils and their
families, through the school year

x3 15 week M2E's working with 15 pupils and their
families
3 - 4 open workshops for parents and carers
Parent Place weekly drop in sessions
Our Space weekly drop in for school staff

M2E LICENSING
This aims to enable schools to
deliver M2E in-house with
Kineara's support. We would like
to include training for school staff
and direct monitoring, If you are
interested in how this could work
in your school, please do get in
touch.
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CASE STUDIES
HEAR FROM THE FAMILIES WE'VE WORKED WITH

STAFF & CONTACT
THE PEOPLE BEHIND THIS PROJECT

Case study: Chelsey's story
“She wouldn’t interact, she
wouldn’t talk about her
problems, she wouldn’t express
herself. Now she’s learnt how to
express herself. She’s learnt
how to be more self-confident.
She’s learnt so much from Roz.”

Case study: Dayo's Story
“Dayo has really improved at
school and at home. He’s learnt
how to express himself more
when he’s angry and hasn’t had
an emotional outburst in a long
time – that’s what the teacher
told us.” said Ayodele.

KINEARA CIC
Selby Street Community Centre
Selby Street
London E1 5BX

Growing evidence that
teachers are increasingly in
need of wellbeing support
Study finds that 67% of
teachers are stressed at work
– while 74% find it difficult to
switch off at home.

e: info@kineara.co.uk
t: 020 3976 1450

CONNECT WITH US:

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR IMPACT:
www.kineara.co.uk/our-impact
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